1 In a recent publication, Li et al. introduced LeafCutter, a new method for detecting 2 and quantifying differential splicing of RNA from RNASeq data. In this work, Li et 3 al. first compared LeafCutter to existing methods, then used it for a study of splicing 4 variations and sQTL analysis from a large set of GTEx samples. While the study was 5 elaborate and comprehensive, we want to highlight several issues with the comparative 6 analysis performed by Li et al. We argue these issues created an inaccurate and mis-7 leading representation of other tools, namely MAJIQ and rMATS. More broadly, we 8 believe the points we raise regarding the comparative analysis by Li et al. are repre-9
is especially relevant given the heterogeneous nature of the GTEx dataset. The Li et al. 1 analysis also avoided any PSI or isoform specific measures of accuracy and instead assessed 2 ROC at the gene level (spiked yes/no). In what we consider to be more realistic synthetic 3 data mimicking biological replicates, and produced using the procedure described in [5], we 4 find MAJIQ outperforms LeafCutter (see Figure 1d ). A more complete description of the 5 issues we found in the synthetic data can be found in the supplementary material. 6 A metric we found missing was reproducibility of the identified significantly changing 7 events when biological replicates are used to repeat the analysis. Here too we found MA-8 JIQ's results to be significantly more reproducible then LeafCutter's: when using two groups 9 of GTEx cerebellum and skeletal muscle samples, MAJIQ achieved consistently higher re-10 producibility irrespective of the number of events reported (Figure 1e ). MAJIQ's improved 11 reproducibility was maintained when using biological replicates (data not shown) and when 12 restricting LeafCutter to use a more conservative additional filter of |∆Ψ| > 20% (compare 13 light and dark orange lines in see Figure 1b ,d). This additional filter is similar to MA-14 JIQ's settings and commonly used in the RNA Biology field for defining significant splicing 15 changes. 16 The evaluations in the Li et al. analysis also did not include any experimental validation 17 or accuracy measure by RT-PCR. While RT-PCR can suffer from biases as well, careful 18 execution in triplicates is considered the golden standard in the RNA field. To make those 19 accessible, we and others have made datasets of such experiments readily available online 20 [2, 5]. Using those datasets, we found LeafCutter to be significantly less accurate when com-21 pared to MAJIQ (R 2 0.821 vs 0.936 in Figure 1f ) and when compared to rMATS. Moreover, 22 we believe these results highlight an inherent issue in LeafCutters output: while useful for 23 sQTL detection (the use case for which LeafCutter was originally designed for), LeafCutters LeafCutter. The latter has been shown to be of particular importance in the brain, a focus 33 of Li et al. s analysis. For example, in a preliminary analysis of brain GTEx samples we 34 found almost 10% of the differentially spliced events to involve differential IR (data not 35 shown).
36

Conclusions
37
In conclusion, our evaluation supports the Li et al. assertion that LeafCutter is an efficient 38 method for differential splicing and particularly sQTL analysis, for which it was originally 39 constructed. We note that our analysis does not imply purposeful misrepresentation of com- The IIR, serving as a proxy for false discovery, represents the ratio between the number of differential events reported when comparing biological replicates of the same tissue (putative false positives), and the number of events reported when comparing similarly sized groups but from different conditions (here skeletal muscle and cerebellum, see main text and supplementary for details other researchers even suggested to use this case to write a guide for software comparisons. 36 We believe this sort of constructive response sets an excellent example, and hope we as a 37 community will keep this positive approach in the future for the benefit of all. Running times reported are based on a 32-core Centos 7 machine with 64 GB.
5
All the runs are done using each software provided options for multiprocessing/multithreading 6 set to 16. This is achieved using rMATS options -nthreads and -tstats; Leafcutter option -p; 7 and MAJIQ -nthreads or -j. Figure 1a reports execution time, calculated as time from start 8 with bam files to producing each tool's output. This means human readable text files for the 9 three tools, with default parameters except for the threading options explained before. We 10 also made the following simplifying assumptions in favor of the tools we compared against.
11
First, we assumed an ideal execution framework for leafcutter, where a user was able to 12 perfectly parallelize the supplied bam2junc.sh, which does not include parallelization, into 13 parallel execution of 16 files without any computational overhead, i.e., 1/16th time of a sin-14 gle thread execution. We also note that the amount of information provided by each tools 15 is different since Leafcutter doesn't quantify intron retention and rMATS denovo detection 16 is limited to known introns and exons. Still, we did not remove de-novo from MAJIQ and 17 ran it with regular settings.
18
All the execution scripts used on this work will be available publicly upon publication. Figure 1 recommended by authors. We also tested adding an additional filtering step of |∆Ψ| ≥ 0.2 1 to make selection criteria closer to what is applied by default to MAJIQ (see main text). Reproducibility alone is not sufficient to establish accuracy. For example, an algorithm 7 can be extremely reproducible but highly biased. To get a better sense of possible levels 8 of false positives, we devised the following test: We compare similarly-sized groups of the 9 same condition (e.g. brain vs. brain or liver vs. liver) and compute the ratio between the 10 number of events identified as significantly changing in such a setting (N P F P ) to the number 11 of events identified between the groups of different conditions (N A , e.g. brain vs. liver).
12
We term this the intra to inter ratio (IIR = N P F P N A ), as intuitively it computes the ratio 13 between the number of events identified as different when comparing groups that share the 14 same label or condition (intra) and similarly sized groups of different conditions (inter). We 15 note the intra set are not necessarily false positives, but we consider them as putative false 16 positives (PFP) with respect to the change we are interested in between conditions. More 
